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In network communication field, routing protocols have got a significant role which are not
only used in networks to handle the user data but also monitors the various network
limitations. Dynamic routing protocols such as OSPF, EIGRP and RIP are used for
forwarding user data to its destination by instantly detecting the network limitations. These
network limitations can be considered as topological changes, congestion, packet delays/ loss
because of protocols higher number of packets. Thus, it becomes a challenging task for
researchers in order to use such dynamic routing protocol that fulfills the network
requirements. Hence, each routing protocol has its own characteristics such as convergence,
metric, routing table etc. So as each one of them performs differently with each other in
various network environments. This paper presents a comprehensive study of these three
mentioned dynamic routing protocols. Experiments have been conducted with various
network limitations by using OPNET tool that monitors the performance of each routing
protocols. The simulated results are analyzed in detail to get a clear understanding of each
protocol’s performance which will lead to choose the specific protocol for various network
environments.
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